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(i) Page 137, note I
Charles L's agreement with the Hostrnen and coalowners
provided that all coal should be sold to the King alone.
Factors were appointed to vend each owner's coal in a due
proportion. The Hostmen were to choose eleven repre-
sentatives to determine " what number of tens* every
colliery and Hostmen shall furnish towards making up the
whole quantity of coals to be vented that year " 2. This
agreement thus instituted a selling agency and a * stint',
and made the King the sole purchaser of all the coal
handled by the Hostmen.
1 See supra, p. 131, note 4.
* Taylor, " The Archaeology of the Coal Trade ", in Proceedings of the
Archaeological Institute (Memoirs of Northumberland), 1852, vol. i. 222;
Welford, History of Newcastle and Gateshead, iii. 356-357.
(a) Page 137, note 3
In 1638 the wholesale price of coal had risen to 263. the
London chaldron ' in the Poolf x.
1 State Papers Domestic, 1637-1638, p. 422. For the Pool, see supra,
p. 138.
(3)	Page 138, note 4
Crimps are mentioned as early as 1675 x.
1 Net, The Rise of the British Coal Industry, i. 431, note 7.
(4)	Page 141, note 4
We have noticed in the text price agreements in the
coal and iron industries and the provision trades *. In 1773
Lord Hardwicke wrote that the publicans in Westminster
had combined to raise the price of porter " and a greater
necessary than porter in this immense unruly town we all
know there is not " 2. The practice of concluding price
agreements was of long standing. In the Middle Ages the
judges were instructed to hold an inquiry into the combina-
tions formed by merchants, which " set from year to year
a certain price on wool for sale in the country, so that none
of them will buy or bid more than others in the purchase of
wool, beyond the fixed price which they themselves have

